
Macro Easy Clean Leg Locks

Studio Smartphone Holder

Travel Tripod Bag

Spotting Scopes Portrait Mode

Smartphone Pan Lock

Product Arca compatible

Panoramas Spiked Feet

Use the pan handle to locate and track your subject with ease.
Turning the handle controls the tilt lock, while the 360° panning
movement can be locked using the locking knob on the side.
This leaves a hand free to focus, zoom or take your photo.

Great Value Full Size Photo/Spotting Scope Tripod

If you're new to photography or you've just got your first spotting scope and
you're  wanting to try out a tripod, then VESTA tripods are a great option.  

This is the original dual axis tripod head, with a top plate that
rotates 360° for perfect panoramas.  Simply loosen the locking
knob (A), rotate into position and lock.

A

While technically a 2-way pan-head which makes landscape
shots a breeze, you can easily switch to portrait.  Place the head
at 90°, loosen the locking knob (A), rotate into position and lock.A

Improve your smartphonography or vlogging with a VEO PA-10
smartphone adaptor kit (not included).  This includes a
smartphone clamp (for smartphones up to 86mm wide) and a
Bluetooth remote control for IOS or Android

Model

VESTA 203AP

VESTA 233AP

Not Arca compatible so can only use it with the QS-29 quick release plate.
Maximum leg diameter is 23mm so may want more stable 26mm legs.
Only one leg angle (all others have three), so not able to consider low angle/macro shots.
Non-adjustable leg locks, so if broken, cannot be replaced.
No accessories such as a bag or spike feet.

This is a great starter, or value tripod, but if you are sure you want a good tripod, then there are
reasons to trade up:

Model Naming:

VESTA
Series
not-CNC

20
20mm
Legs

3
3 sections

A
Aluminium

P
Pan head

VEO PA-10

Folded
Height

57cm

58cm

-

Max
Height

155cm

155cm

-

Head
(not Arca
compatible)

PH-23

PH-23

Smartphone

Quick 
Shoe

QS-29

QS-29

-

Max
Load 

3.5kg

3.5kg

-

Weight

1105g

1275g

-

Landscape Low Angle Adaptor

Astro Multi-Angle Column

Ideal For:

Filming Multi-Mount

Low Angle Monopod Leg

Added Value Features:

Three Leg AnglesLong Lens


